Our craftsmanship, your solution

Dutch Milling Technology International (DMT International) is still a family owned venture
based in Helvoirt (N-Br), the Netherlands.
Nowadays DMT International does have an international scope, with exporting activities to
over 30 countries globally and a main focus on the animal feed and biomass industry. DMT
International delivers complete turnkey projects as well as servicing, maintenance and
refurbishment activities to the machines, installations and plants of its customers.
With a combination of new and completely refurbished machinery, DMT International’s
main objective is to deliver a sustainable footprint in the global animal feed and biomass
industry. The craftsmanship of our service engineers together with an entrepreneurial
approach towards the ever changing demands of our customers secures the high level of
quality of our services, projects and machinery.
At DMT International’s 5.500 m² warehouse and workshop we have access to a large
number of equipment and spare parts for the animal feed industry, which is also applicable
to the biomass industry. This includes transport systems such as: elevators, chain
conveyors, screw conveyors, air valves, pneumatic slides and much more. A complete
roller refurbishment line in our workshop as well as a rotor re-condition department
completes the portfolio of the company.
DMT International has highly skilled and experienced mechanical engineers under its
employ, whose craftsmanship secures a high quality and flexible solution to our
customers.
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DMT International offers a wide scope of service & maintenance for the major brands and
types of pelletizers. From oil seals to V-belts and bearings, from changing roller-sets and dies
to even a full refurbishment of your pelletizer. This service & maintenance can be executed at
the site of the customer or, if desired, in our fully equipped workshop at our premises in
Helvoirt, the Netherlands. At the premises in Helvoirt, DMT is in the possession of a semi –
automatic roller refurbishment department, where mechanical engineers are able to refurbish
all brands and types of rollers. Replacing of roller shells in any configuration as well as
replacement of other parts such as roller bearings, oil seals, circlips and seal plates is
executed accurately and cost effectively.
Besides pelletizers, rotors and rollers, DMT does keep stock of all kind of spare and
replacement parts applicable in the animal feed industry as well as the biomass industry.
Should our customers face difficulties in finding the right part for their machine or
installation, DMT can quickly arrange the solution.

